Where I’m Coming From
Easy Read Guide

Where I’m Coming From is a 4 weeks digital programme curated by _inventory Platform and supported by Guest Projects Digital and the Ministry of Culture, Taiwan. From 3 to 30 August 2020.

Each week is dedicated to 4 languages spoken by a big portion of the migrant community living in the UK yet highly invisible:

- Filipino
- Berber Languages
- Taiwanese
- Yoruba

Every week we will present the multidisciplinary work of 3 artists and a traditional dish cooked by local groups.

The programme wants to:

- Challenge debates on the exclusivity of language to access the production and consumption of arts and culture.

- Showcase underrepresented artists and discuss their wider cultural presence in the international art debates.
- Increase opportunities for new ways of working collaboratively, rethinking the impact and role of arts and culture in a post-pandemic scenario.

**How to watch, follow and participate:**

http://www.guestprojects.com/guestprojectsdigital

Each week we will upload the programme on Guest Projects’ digital website. Some works will be there for you to experience anytime, others will premiere at a specific time and date, using Youtube platform. If you would like to take part in the live chat while watching a Livestream on Youtube, you will need to be logged into your YouTube account.

Follow Guest Projects’ digital on Instagram for daily updates at @guestprojects

Follow Guest Projects’ digital on Facebook for weekly updates at Guest Projects

Sign-up to Guest Projects mailing list to receive the weekly programme info@guestprojects.com
Access Information:

All pre-recorded videos will be subtitled. Live Performances will be available to watch with subtitles three days after the Livestream.

Audio files are available for each text, including artists’ bio, description of works and access information.

Easy read guides will be produced each week.

Language Translations from English to Filipino, Berber, Taiwanese and Yoruba, will also be available.

If you have any feedback or questions you can email us at: inventoryplatform@gmail.com

You can also share your thoughts via social media using the hashtag #WhereI'mComingFrom #WICF